Chapter Five

Conclusion and Suggestions

Conclusion

Autonomous learning method is an effective method implemented in the teaching and learning process. The involvement of students is very important. Students can express and share their idea even in decision-making in the classroom. Therefore, the autonomous learning method has been implied in the teaching and learning process.

The first is the research result shows that the autonomous learning method is an effective method implemented in teaching and learning process. By applying the autonomous learning method, students’ thinking improves to be creative and become an independent learner. In addition, with applying the autonomous learning method the role of lecturer in the classroom becomes subs tract. The roles of lecturer are as guider and facilitator. Moreover, this research finding shows that the autonomous learning method can be accepted in the teaching and learning process. It shown with the result of findings above most of students ticked agree, the result approximately in range 50 – 74% and the mean is approximately in 2.1 – 3. It means “good” result in description. It means that application of autonomous learning method at EED UMY can be accepted but still need a little improvement.
All elements of the obstacle about the autonomous learning method are time-availability, energy, responsibility, understanding, learning material and preparation to learn, instruction and motivation of this research. For students, they can still difficult to overcome related to some the obstacles above. It was prove with some statements related to the practice of autonomous learning, the respondents assume that the practice of the autonomous learning method at EED UMY is accepted and applied but still need little improvement of infrastructure aspects.

Thus, there are aspects of autonomous learning method; student, lecturer and infrastructure. However, there was still problem that should be re-arranged in infrastructure but the application of autonomous learning method that has been already run well and accepted for students. As a matter of fact, it is related to the obstacles of autonomous learning method, students still felt overburdened in learning material like textbooks that has not been provided by the lecturers in the teaching and learning process. Consequently, the lecturer should think and consider what students’ need and students’ interests.

To sum up, the result of this research shows how important it is to apply the autonomous learning method that encourages student to become more active and independence. This research proves that the autonomous learning method can develop the activeness and independent of learner to run the teaching and learning process in the classroom even in outside. Although there is still need improvement in learning
material like textbooks but the application of autonomous learning method at EED UMY is accepted and run till now.

**Suggestions**

The findings of this research suggest some implications for the methods used in teaching and learning process for students. From the research results which have been evaluated, the researcher gives some suggestions for lecturers, students, institutions and also further researcher.

**For lecturers.** The lecturers are suggested to choose the autonomous learning method to apply in teaching and learning process because this method is an effective method where involvements of students are more dominant. Additionally, the lecturer can know about students’ need and students’ interests.

**For students.** The students are suggested to enjoy the autonomous learning method because this method is where they can explore what they want and need related to developing the teaching and learning process to be great. Hence, the students are suggested to not forget to pay attention in detail what the lecturer is explaining. They cannot understand the instruction from their lecturer therefore, they cannot do the task overall.
**For institutions.** The institutions are suggested to consider and develop the autonomous learning method in order to create qualified students and also become the institution which are assumed by another institutions to have quality and qualified in learning process even students itself.

**For further researchers.** The other researchers should conduct a similar research to review but focus on other methods of learning. Therefore, the other researcher can compare this research result with other researches through the *mean*, *the validity* and *the reliability*. For the next research, the researcher wants to conduct a research about applying the autonomous learning method which is appropriate with the student.
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